Out of Africa Wildlife Park
Wildlife Photography Workshops
with Kathleen Reeder
For more information, visit KathleenReeder.com or OutofAfricaPark.com. Register
online at http://kathleenreeder.com/workshops/category/out-of-africa/.
WHO SHOULD ATTEND: Amateurs, Advanced Amateurs, Professionals
WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW: You need to be familiar with your camera to make
suggested setting changes (including f-stop, shutter speed, ISO and exposure
compensation) on your own. Please note this is not a workshop to learn how to use
your camera.
PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: Participants should be in good health, able to step onto and off of a bus frequently,
able to stand in place for up to an hour and able to walk up to a 1/4 mile at a
time with a single camera/lens. You will also need to be able to carry your
camera bag a short distance a couple of times. If eye level photographs of
certain predators are desired, you will need to be able kneel down and get back
up to a standing position without the need to grab and hold the habitat fence.
Join accomplished photographer Kathleen Reeder in this unparalleled wildlife
photography workshop to explore the wilder side of photography at Out of
Africa Wildlife Park. This private workshop offers many unique and exciting
features:
1. An informative and engaging presentation that covers wildlife
photography tips, recommended gear, and an illustrative slideshow of
photos taken at Out of Africa Wildlife Park to prepare you to maximize
your camera’s potential while shooting at the Park.
2. An exclusive opportunity to photograph the animals in early light,
hours before the Park opens to the public.
3. Hands-on assistance in photographing wildlife in a variety of settings, including outdoor habitats,
open ranges and enclosed habitats with artificial lighting.
4. A dedicated trolley and personal driver and guide to provide transportation throughout the Park,
narratives of the habitats, and security to protect your equipment.
5. A dedicated vehicle for your Serengeti and Masai Mara free-roaming African animal segment of
your experience.
6. Treats to encourage the animals to pose and perform natural behaviors in their habitats that make
best use of the light of the day.
7. Unobstructed views to photograph the famed Tiger Splash™ show through fence cut-outs not
available to the public.
8. Class size limited to 12 participants so you’ll have plenty of one-on-one time with Kathleen
throughout the workshop to ask questions and get coaching specific to your individual
photographic needs.
The workshop begins Friday evening with Kathleen explaining the basics of capturing extraordinary animal
portrait and behavior photos at the Park. Topics include wildlife composition, choosing the right camera
exposure mode, aperture, shutter speed, ISO, focus considerations, importance of depth of field, using
flash and understanding histograms. Kathleen will walk thru adjusting your camera settings so that you’ll
be ready to start photographing the animals Saturday morning.

Workshop participants are required to have a digital camera and telephoto lens
with a focal range of approximately 70-300mm (DSLR or point-n-shoot equivalent).
Also required are plenty of memory card capacity, an extra camera battery and
your camera manual. Electronic flash is necessary for photographing in the Indoor
Reptile Resort only. Bring your camera, lens, flash and camera/flash manuals to
the Friday evening session.
We suggest that everyone stay at the Best Western in Cottonwood. Room costs
are not included in the workshop price. You may choose another hotel if it fits
your needs better.
Cost:

$279 + tax (for annual Park members)
$319 + tax (for non-members)
You may purchase an annual membership at
time of registration in order to take advantage
of the lower price.

Class Size:

Limited to 12
First come-first served. Early registration is
encouraged. The workshops sell out quickly.

Friday
Schedule:

6:30 PM – 8:30 PM Classroom Instruction

Location:

Best Western - Conference Room
993 S Main St
Cottonwood, AZ 86326
Phone: (928) 634-5575
Once your photo workshop reservation is made, we
highly recommend you reserve your room early
before they are sold out.

Saturday
Schedule:

6:00 AM* – 11:30 AM Habitats & Serengeti
* Start time will coincide with sunrise time

11:30 AM – 12:30 PM Lunch (included)
12:30 PM – 2:00 PM Tiger Splash
3:00 PM Wrap Up
Feel free to enjoy the rest of the day at the Park.
Park closes at 5:00 PM

Location:

Out of Africa Wildlife Park
3505 Camp Verde Bridgeport Hwy (SR-260)
Camp Verde, AZ 86322
Phone: 928.567.2842

